
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

CASE STUDY 
 
 

 
Date: 24/09/2020 
Re: ADC QRTU upgrade case Study – Using PD5110 3 Position Rack Upgrade Kit 
 
The Problem 
Our QRTU’s have provided stalwart service with a number of customer for several decades. This product has been discontinued 
since 2009 and no longer supported by QTech Data Systems. Since then we changed the form factor to our current DIN rail 
mounted plastic enclosure. Upgrading to our Q20 series to XL4 Plus RTU’s is relatively simple as they share the same form factor. 
However the QRTU’s are a different issue. These come in two options with a single card and three card rack versions. The latter 
version is mounted direct to the gear plate in an enclosure with I/O ribbon cables plugging into a motherboard.  This has Euro 
Connectors for Processor and Expansion cards plus power terminals for other services. 
To upgrade a QRTU to XL4 Plus would normally require a DIN rail installed in enclosure for mounting RTU and expansion modules 
plus a complete rewire of I/O going from ribbon connectors to wired terminals. Unless the upgrade includes a new control cabinet 
the install and rewire could take a couple of days. Added to this is the re-testing of all the I/O to the new installation. 
Standard replacement of QRTU, 

 Remove QRTU, I/O interface modules and I/O ribbon cable between QRTU and I/O interface units.  

 Mount DIN rail terminals for I/O in place of interface modules. 

 Install section of DIN rail on gear plate at rear of enclosure for XL4 Plus RTU, Q23 and Q26 expansion modules. 

 Mount XL4 Plus RTU, Q23 and Q26 on DIN rail. 

 Re-wire I/O between new terminals and XL4 Plus RTU, Q23 and Q26. 

 Re-wire DC power supply to suit XL4 Plus RTU, Q23 and Q26. 

 Functionality test to confirm operation of XL4 Plus RTU, Q23 and Q26 plus I/O field wiring.  

 Approx time for install is 8 hours to refit panel with a possible 3 hours to cross check I/O field wiring.  

 
 
The Solution 
Our solution was as follows: 
Focusing on the three bay upgrade kit PD5110 3 Position Rack Upgrade Kit we have a system which come complete with XL4 Plus 
RTU, expansion modules and Q71 Modem (if required). All mounted on a metal chassis, prewired to a mother board which the 
existing I/O ribbon cables can plug into. The mounting frame has the same footprint as the QRTU three position rack and uses 
existing mounting holes on gear plate of enclosure. 
This exercise was carried out at a pump station upgrade and took just 3 hours from start of removing QRTU to running up of 
replacement XL4 Plus system. 
Upgrading QRTU to XL4 Plus RTU using PD5110 3 Position Rack Upgrade Kit c/w XL4 Plus RTU, Q23 and Q26 expansion modules. 

 Unplug I/O field wiring from QRTU 

 Remove QRTU for panel. 

  Mount PD5110 3 Position Rack Upgrade Kit using the existing mounting points for the QRTU. 

 Plug existing I/O field wiring into connectors on the interface motherboard in the same positions that they were on the 
QRTU.  



 
 

 

Original QRTU installation with RS485 link to two Q23 expansion modules. One sited in panel on the other side of Pump room and 
the second some 600M away in bore control panel. 

 

 



 
 

 

 
QRTU removed and 3 position upgrade kit installed c/w XL4 Plus, Q26 & Q23. 

Tait T2010 radio to be replaced by a GE Orbit radio. 
 

 
 

Final assembly with a Q80 radio temporarily installed prior to GE Orbit radio installation. 



 
 

 
 

Existing I/O ribbon cable connectors from QRTU plugged into interface card 
 
Summary 
This exercise was carried out at a pump station upgrade (Argyle Park) and took just 3 hours from start of removing QRTU to running 
up of replacement XL4 Plus system. 
 
List of equipment:- 
 

Product Code Description Comments 
PD5110 3 Position Rack Upgrade Kit Prewired c/w all items listed below mounted into Upgrade 

Kit 
PD7402 DATRA XL4 Plus RTU  
PD7201 DATRAN II EXCEL EXP MODULE - Q23  
PD7202 DATRAN II EXCEL EXP MODULE - Q26  
 Accessories:  
 Interface cabling  Connecting I/O from RTU & Expansion Modules to Upgrade 

Kit motherboard 
 

 


